Learn To Do It

Lyrics by LYNN AHRENS

Music by STEPHEN FLAHERTY

Moderately fast \( \dot{=} \, 132 \)

G(9)

You were born in a palace by the sea.

ANYA:

A palace by the sea?

G(9)

Yes, that's right. You rode horse-back when you were only three.

Could it be?
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Am7(+5)/G  
G(9)  
VLADIMIR:  
DIMITRI:  
B(9)  
VLADIMIR:  

ANYA: (Spoken.)
And the horse... He was white!  
You made faces and  

Horse-back riding? Me?

C7/B  
Cm7(+5)/B  
DIMITRI:  

B(9)  
DIMITRI:  
VLADIMIR:  

ter- ror- ized the cook!  
Threw him in the brook!  

ANYA:  
Wrote the book! But  

Was I wild?

C7/B  

A bit faster  
B7  N.C.  
VLADIMIR:  

DIMITRI:  

you'd be- have when your fa- ther gave that look!  
Im- agine how it was!  

Your
B7 N.C.  
long forgotten past!  
both:  
C7 N.C.  
we've lots and lots to teach you and the time is going fast!  
C/G poco a poco accel.

C7  

VLADIMIR:  
DIMITRI:

F  
now, shoulders back and stand up tall. And

C7sus/F  
do not walk, but try to float. I feel a little foolish. Am I floating? Like a little boat! You

Cm7  

ANYA:  
VLADIMIR:  
give a bow. What happens now? Your hand receives a kiss!

F7  

VLADIMIR:  

Bb N.C.  

C  

Dm7/C Cdim7  

VLAD & DIMITRI:  
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Dm7  C/E  Fdim7  Gm7

VLADIMIR:

mem-ber this: If I can learn to do it, you can learn to do it.

Gm7  C7

DIMITRI:

Some-thing in you knows it... There's noth-ing to it! Fol-low in my foot-steps,

F  E7  D7

VLAD & DIMITRI:

shoe by shoe! You can learn to do it, too! Now,

F(9)

VLADIMIR:

el-bows in and sit up straight. And nev-er slurp the stro-ga-noff. I nev-er cared for stro-ga-noff. She
said that like a Romanov! The samovar. The caviar. Dessert and then good night!

Not until you get this right! If I can learn to do it.

If he can learn to

you can learn to do it. Pull yourself together and you'll pull through it!

And you'll pull through it!
Tell yourself it's easy and it's true! You can learn to do it, too!
And it's true! You can learn to do it, too!

VLADIMIR: "Next, we memorize the names of the royalty."

Now, here we have Kro-pot-kin. Shot Po-tem-kin. In the bot-kin. And dear old Un-cle Van-ya

ANYA:
Oh!

DIMITRI: VLADIMIR: DIMITRI: VLADIMIR: ANYA:

loved his vod-ka. Got it. An-ya? The Bar-on Push-kin... Short! Count An-a-to-ly had a...

ANYA:
No! He was...
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DIMITRI: VLADIMIR: DIMITRI: VLADIMIR: ANYA:

Wart! Count Sergei... Wore a feathered hat! I hear he's gotten very fat!

And I recall his yellow

F9

NC.

VLADIMIR:

(Spoken.) I don't believe we told her that...

cat...

B7 Fdim7 Fm7 B7 E(9) E

ANYA:

If you can learn to do it, I can learn to do it!
VLADIMIR:

Don't know how you knew it.

ANYA:

I simply knew it! Suddenly I feel like

VLAD & DIMITRI:

Anya, you're a dream come true!

If someone new!

Full, Take it Home!

VLAD & DIMITRI:

I can learn to do it.

ANYA:

you can learn to do it! Pull yourself together and

If I can learn to do it, you can learn to do it?

And